Granite is known for its extreme strength, hardness and durability. Building materials made from granite have a reputation for being nearly indestructible and therefore providing a long-term paving solution.

For over 48 years, Hanover® has been known as the producer of the highest quality concrete paving products. Hanover® can also provide a line of Granite Pavers fabricated to the highest standards with the best raw materials available. Produced with the closest tolerances in the industry, Hanover® Granite Pavers are a natural choice for all types of applications from driveways and walkways to corporate entrances and elevated plazas.
Hanover® Granite Pavers are cut from natural stone granite, creating a naturally strong and beautiful pavement. With a hard wearing surface, Granite Pavers do not scratch or chip easily making them perfect for high traffic areas such as walkways and entrance ways. Hanover® Granite Pavers are resistant to stains, heat and freeze-thaw cycles. With careful selection of raw materials and production of pavers with the closest tolerances in the industry, Hanover® Granite Pavers add sophistication and value to all types of paving applications.

For projects requiring immediate paver delivery, Hanover® Granite Pavers are stocked in six colors in a 23 1/2” x 23 1/2” x 2” size. Pavers have a thickness tolerance of (+/-) 1/16”. Stocked Granite Pavers are available with a Thermal/Flamed finish. Additional custom colors, sizes and finishes are available on special order.

Quick availability and close tolerances provide incredible advantages to the architect, contractor and owner. Due to 1/16” tolerances, projects move forward at a faster pace and installation time is lessened.

Hanover’s Granite Pavers can be installed alone or with other paving materials. Colors and textures can be chosen to blend with or contrast surrounding areas.

- Six stocked colors in a 23 1/2” x 23 1/2” x 2” size
- (+/-) 1/16” tolerances
- Immediate availability on the six stocked colors
- Highest quality raw materials
- Additional custom colors available on special order

Montgomery County Community College Sundial, Rockville, MD; Owner: Montgomery County Community College; Landscape Architect: Slater Associates, Inc.; Size & Color: 12” x 12”, 12” x 18 1/8”, Basalt Black; Finish: Thermal

Hanover’s Granite Pavers

Granite Detectable Warning® Pavers are available as a custom order. Pavers have a Honed finish with domes available in three finishes – Polished, Honed or Thermal.


GRANITE DETECTABLE WARNING® PAVERS
Hanover® Granite Pavers can be placed on any of Hanover’s Pedestal Systems to create a functional and attractive roof or terrace. Granite Pavers provide durability and protection for the roof system from harsh weather conditions. Hanover® can provide several Granite Pavers with high SRI values, helping to achieve SS Credits and LEED Certification. Hanover® Pavers are an integral part of energy-efficient roofs. Contact Hanover® for SRI values.

The Granite Guardian® Paver can be used in conjunction with the Guardian® Paver System when high wind uplift resistance is required.

Catalyst, Chicago, IL; Owner: Marquette Companies; Architect: Brininstool + Lynch; Landscape Architect: Laflin Design Group; Size & Color: 23 1/2” x 35 3/8”, Basalt Black; Finish: Thermal

Right Photos: Queens Crossing, Flushing, NY; Owner: F&T Group; Architect: LZA Associates; Size & Color: 23 1/2” x 23 1/2”, Carnation; Finish: Thermal
**Hanover® Granite Pavers | STANDARD COLORS**

- **STOCKED SIZE:** 23\(\frac{1}{2}\)" x 23\(\frac{1}{2}\)" x 2"  
- **STOCKED FINISH:** Thermal/Flamed  
- **WEIGHT:** 2" thickness=32 lbs/sf  
- **TOLERANCE:** +/- \(\frac{1}{16}\)"

**PLEASE NOTE:** Polish finish is not stocked. It is available with an approximate 16 week turnaround. Because granite is a natural product, variations in color and shading will occur. Granite may contain natural fissures which could appear as cracks. What may seem to be a defect, such as inconsistency, mineral concentrations, fissures, veining, and uneven reflections, is inherent to natural stone products and add to its unique aesthetic value.

**Hanover® Granite Pavers | CUSTOM COLORS**

The colors shown are a sampling of custom colors Hanover® can provide. Available with an approximate 16 week turnaround, color availability varies. Additional custom colors are available when quantities permit. Custom sizes or thicknesses can be accommodated.

**PLEASE NOTE:** Colors shown were available at time of printing. Please check with a Hanover® representative to confirm availability.
Fabricated to the highest standards in the industry with the best raw materials available, Hanover’s Granite Cobbles are available as Individual Cobbles or as PreAssembled Cobbles in a wide range of sizes, patterns and textures. Cobbles can be split or sawn on all four sides. Top surfaces are available with two finishes – Split or Thermal/Flamed. A Split finish is rocky and uneven, creating a rugged appearance. When a more even surface is required, a lightly textured Thermal/Flamed finish is available.

**AVAILABLE TEXTURES AND FINISHES**
- Split sides and Split top
- Split sides and Thermal top
- Sawn sides and Split top
- Sawn sides and Thermal top

**INDIVIDUAL COBBLES**
Packaged individually to accommodate special designs, Hanover’s Individual Granite Cobbles are available in a wide range of square and rectangular sizes. Hanover® can provide a variety of colors and finishes, as well as custom sizes.

**PREASSEMBLED COBBLES**
Individual granite cobbles are connected by mesh backing in a tile-like fashion to form pre-assembled geometric modules for simplified installation. Once the granite cobble modules are installed, the backing becomes invisible. Because larger areas can be installed at once, rather than stone by stone, installation is simplified and projects move forward at a faster pace. Labor costs are reduced. With a maximum thickness of 2”, several interlocking shapes and patterns are available. Hanover® can also accommodate custom patterns upon request when quantities permit.
With a 16-week turnaround, Granite Cobble® are available in a wide range of colors. The colors shown are just a few Hanover® can provide as part of a custom order when quantities permit.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Color</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Basalt Black</td>
<td>Split sides, Split finish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Golden Yellow</td>
<td>Split sides, Split finish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ashford White</td>
<td>Split sides, Thermal finish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ashford White</td>
<td>Split sides, Thermal finish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Golden Yellow</td>
<td>Sawn sides, Thermal finish</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Available in small quantities only.

**PRODUCT INSTALLATION**: Each project and site conditions are unique. It is important to contact a Hanover® representative for product details and installation guidelines. An architect, landscape architect, and/or structural engineer should be consulted to develop a specification suited for the individual project. Neither this catalog, nor any of the individual product catalogs from Hanover® Architectural Products, is intended to be a design manual. The projects pictured and the installation suggestions given in this catalog are only illustrations of Hanover® products. Each application and specification for installation should have the attention of an architect, landscape architect, and/or structural engineer. As product use and site conditions are not within our control, Hanover® does not guarantee results from use of such products or other information herein: no warranty, express or implied is given. As government regulations and use conditions may change, it is the Buyer’s responsibility to determine the appropriateness of these products for the specific end uses.

**PLEASE NOTE**: The color photos shown in this catalog were prepared with great concern for accuracy. However, it is suggested that actual samples be requested before specifying. Due to the natural variance of the raw materials used, products can be expected to differ slightly from sample to actual product. It is recommended that the products be cleaned after the installation is finished. Please contact our representatives for product suggestions.

Hanover® Architectural Products reserves the right to modify, alter or discontinue the texture, color, content, shape or size of its products or any product line at any time for any reason.

**CONTACT US** for product details and information. We invite you to call us at 800-426-4242 to discuss your project, visit our web site www.hanoverpavers.com to download current catalogs and more detailed product information, or request our complete product brochures and samples.
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